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More for your list ... this time concerning the WebQUAL Audit http://WebQUALAudit.com/


I saw your post on Elmar. Another instrument to check out is available at http://www.webqual.co.uk/


WOLFINBARGER, M. and M.C. GILLY (2002), '.comQ: Dimensionalizing, Measuring and Predicting Quality of the E-tail Experience', Working Paper, College of Business Administration, California State University, 42 blz. ALSO MSI WORKING PAPER.

CHILDERS, T.L., C.L. CARR, J. PECK and S. CARSON (2001), 'Hedonic and Utilitarian Motivations for Online Retail Shopping Behavior', Journal of Retailing, jg. 77, nr.4, blz.511-535

LOHSE, G.L. and P. SPIELLER (1999), 'Internet Retail Store Design: How the User Interface Influences Traffic and Sales', Journal of Computer Mediated Communication, jg.5, nr.2, blz.1-21


Various of my supervisees have evaluated web sites. Not exactly a scale this article may be of interest http://home.wmin.ac.uk/marketingresearch/Supervision/mcnally99.htm


TOWARDS AN INTERNET SITE USABILITY EVALUATION MODEL, JOHN PAYNTER, SUWANNEE SATIKIT AND WINNIE CHUNG THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ELECTRONIC BUSINESS, HONG KONG, DECEMBER 19-21, 2001

Alpar, P. et. al. (2001), "Measuring the Efficiency of Website ..."